Retired Reason For Not Testing

Reason for not Testing
Code
01

02

Value
Medically Exempt

Homebound Exempt

Description
Student (a) was admitted on an emergency basis to a hospital or residential facility
(e.g., because of a motor vehicle or other type of accident, emergency surgery,
psychiatric emergency), or on an emergency basis to a drug/alcohol/psychological
treatment program; and (b) was unable to be schooled during the time of testing.

Student was on homebound status during the time of testing and was too ill (based
upon a specific written statement from a physician licensed to practice medicine in all
its branches), to be tested.

03

In Jail/Locked Facility

Student was in jail or a locked facility during the time of testing.

04

Out of State/Country

Student was residing in or attending a facility located out-of-state or out-of-country at
the time of testing. This includes any Illinois student in a foreign exchange program.

05

Not Enrolled

Student was not enrolled during the time of testing (exited prior to the start of the time
of testing) or was not required to participate in the subject area test for other reasons
(e.g. Home-Schooled/Private School student partially enrolled in public school for
Math only.)

Data Type

char(2)

char(2)
char(2)
char(2)

char(2)

06

Not In Valid Grade

Student was not classified during the time of testing as being in a grade at which a
state assessment is given (grade 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 11).

char(2)

07

Transferred Out During
Testing

Student transferred out (exited) during the time of testing and had not started
testing.

char(2)

08

Transferred In During Testing Student transferred in (enrolled) during the time of testing and had either already
started testing at his/her former school or transferred in too late to start testing at
his/her new school.

char(2)

09

Deceased

Student was deceased prior to the start of the time of testing or died during the time of
testing and had not started testing.

char(2)

10

Absent

Student should have tested and codes 01 to 09 and 15 do not apply or failure to enter
any IAA scores by the end of the testing window.

char(2)
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Retired Reason For Not Testing

Reason for not Testing
Code
11

Value
Non-Regular Diploma
Recipient

Description
Grade 12 PSAE records only: Student is listed in the file as grade 12 but is not subject
to the PSAE Diploma Requirement because the student will not receive a regular high
school diploma.

Data Type

Note: This not tested reason is not available beginning in 2011-12 due to the new
ISBE Rule. Code 10 should be used instead, unless another code is applicable.
Link to ISBE Rule: http://www.isbe.net/assessment/pdfs/impact_of_gr11_def.pdf
(Removed after school year 2011)

12

New to Illinois Public School
in Grade 12

char(2)

Grade 12 PSAE records only: Student is listed in the file as grade 12 but is not subject
to the PSAE Diploma Requirement because the student was not enrolled in an Illinois
public school the previous school year during the PSAE test administration.
Note: This not tested reason is not available beginning in 2011-12 due to the new
ISBE Rule. If a student was allowed to be classified as grade 12 per the ISBE Rule,
then code 06 should be used instead, unless another code is applicable.
Link to ISBE Rule:
http://www.isbe.net/assessment/pdfs/impact_of_gr11_def.pdf
(Removed after school year 2011)
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char(2)

Retired Reason For Not Testing

Reason for not Testing
Code
13

Value
IAA Eligible Previous Year

Description
Grade 12 PSAE records only: Student is listed in the file as grade 12 but is not subject
to the PSAE Diploma Requirement because the student is currently ineligible to
participate in PSAE (e.g., student was eligible for IAA previous year). Students do not
participate in IAA while in grade 12.
Note: This not tested reason will not be available beginning in 2011-12 due to the new
ISBE Rule. Code 10 should be used instead, unless another code is applicable.

Data Type

char(2)

Link to ISBE Rule:
http://www.isbe.net/assessment/pdfs/impact_of_gr11_def.pdf
(Removed after school year 2011)

14

Local Evidence of PSAE
Diploma Requirement

Grade 12 PSAE records only: Student is listed in the file as grade 12 but did not take
PSAE because the district has local evidence that the student has satisfied or is
exempt from the PSAE diploma requirement.
Note: This not tested reason is not available beginning in 2011-12 due to the new
ISBE Rule. If a student has participated in or was exempt from state testing and was
allowed to be classified as grade 12 per the ISBE Rule, then code 06 should be used
instead, unless another code is applicable.

char(2)

Link to ISBE Rule:
http://www.isbe.net/assessment/pdfs/impact_of_gr11_def.pdf
(Removed after school year 2011)

15

Refusal

Student present but refused to participate in testing.
char(2)
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